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Ask Our Expert: Interior Design Questions
with Megan MacNamara
February 22, 2018

Meet Megan, our new in-house interior designer who will work closely with all Ultimate
clients

What styles/trends are you excited to see? Is there anything you are
happy to see go out of style?
For an extended period of time a cool grey monotone palette with crisp white accents was the
go-to for colour schemes and it came to be fairly repetitive. That scheme hasn’t completely
“gone out of style” but I am excited that the tendency toward overly cool grey tones has moved
toward warmer toned greys and earth tone neutrals. I’m loving the warmer colour palettes
combined with more texture and diverse use of materials along with adding colour!
What is something small and affordable people can do to update their home for 2019?
With the continued appreciation for wall coverings and wall texture, the trend this year for mural
wallpaper or custom painted murals is one that can be incorporated easily into an existing
space. As opposed to a repetitive pattern as seen in typical wallpaper, this larger scale
treatment can bring major impact and be an affordable way to introduce more vibrant accent
colours with low commitment. There are products that are very easily installed and removable.
One example that showcases rich tones and depth of colour is this example
https://www.muralsyourway.com/p/twilight-garden-wall-mural-52411619/. Install this in a powder
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room, replace the bathroom faucet with one in matte black finish, and you have an updated
room with big impact!

What if they are ready for a big renovation? What room do anticipate
working on the most next year?
Kitchens and Living rooms are always popular for renovations as they are high traffic rooms
where families spend a great deal of time and have the greatest impact on homeowner lifestyle.
I anticipate these continuing to be popular, with clients not being afraid to showcase more of
their individual style within these spaces.
I also anticipate clients focusing increasingly on their Master bedrooms and bathrooms, or
“relaxation spaces”. With the current political and economic climate, clients are wanting
personalized “safe havens” where they can truly relax and unwind from the outside world.

Many retro trends have come back in style, in a new and updated way.
Is there anything you haven’t seen yet that you are hoping will become
popular. Anything you hope stays in the past?
I see the popularity of painted and uniquely colored Kitchens continuing this year, with a move
toward embracing more unique Kitchen layouts and diverse use of materials. A high
requirement for functionality combined with fewer, higher quality items, allows homeowners to
improve room usability while embracing a more minimalist aesthetic. To coordinate with the
unique Kitchen colour palettes, I see appliance companies offering more options in coloured
appliances. Companies such as BlueStar and BigChill are known for featuring a rainbow of
available colours, echoing those available through SMEG and Aga cast iron ranges of past
years.
I am loving the increasing willingness to mix prints and textures, and using more graphic prints
somewhat reminiscent of the 1970’s with more impactful vibrant accent colours. Incorporating
pattern onto the upholstery of larger scale furniture pieces can be an amazing statement, which
homeowners shied away from for many years.
I didn’t love the trend in the late 1990’s and early 2000’s towards trying to emulate Kitchens
from an Italian Villa (dark on dark, overly ornate) and I would be okay with that trend staying in
the past along with baskets of faux fruit!

You’ve been doing interior design for over a decade. Can you
remember your first design project? Describe it.
I’ve been working on Interior design projects for over 10 years, and previous to that I worked for
a new home production builder and assisted clients with exterior material and colour selections.
That was during a time where everyone wanted chocolate brown stucco with ivory window trim,
so working with homeowners to select diverse colour palettes and meet Architectural Control
requirements was challenging at times!
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What do you do for inspiration? What about if you hit a road block in
your planning? How do you keep the great ideas coming?
Interior design trends often follow fashion trends, so I like to keep my knowledge up on fashion
color and material trends. I follow designers and architects of many different styles and
backgrounds on social media, and find being exposed to project photos from hundreds of
projects can provide a great deal of inspiration. I subscribe to some design publications such as
Architectural Digest and Canadian House & Home.
If I hit a roadblock in planning, I like to take a step back and work on another area and give
myself room to think and be open to inspiration. Inspiration can come in many forms, from
nature, architecture and commercial spaces. Keeping up to date with new products, whether
that be from meeting with product representatives or attending education seminars can spark
new ideas as well.
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Free Flooring Promotion!
Ask us how to get free carpet or LVP
between now and March 21, 2019

Call for details: 403.287.3122

Did you know that if you are a current (or
former) customer of Ultimate Homes and
Renovations, you automatically qualify for
our referral program? Call us for
information.
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